Multi-Instance Multi-Label (MIML) learning is a popular framework in machine learning, where each object is represented by a bag of instances, and associated with multiple labels. While MIML learning has achieved success in many applications, it is less clear how the labels are related to the instances. In this paper, we propose to study the causal relation between instances and labels, which on one hand can improve the interpretability of complicated MIML models, and on the other hand may further improve the prediction performance at both instance and bag levels. We exploit prototypes in the instance space as a bridge to represent the examples, and then propose an efficient algorithm to identify the causal relations from prototypes to class labels, which are further utilized for model training and key instance detection. Experiments on various datasets show that in addition to superior classification performance, our approach can identify reasonable causal relations between instances and labels.
Introduction
Multi-Instance Multi-Label learning is a popular framework for learning from complicated objects. In MIML, each example is represented by a bag of instances, and at the same time is annotated with multiple class labels. For example, in the task of text categorization, a document consists of multiple paragraphs, each one is represented by an instance; and may be simultaneously related to finance and politic. Figure 1 is an illustration of the MIML framework [32] .
During the past years, MIML has achieved success in various applications, such as image classification [4, 31] , text categorization [29] , music analysis [6] , etc. However, given the high complexity of the learning objects, it becomes rather challenging to learn the many-to-many mapping from instance space to the label space. Many methods try to degenerate the MIML problem into traditional supervised learning problems and then solve them via existing approaches [31] . Such methods can reduce the complexity of MIML problems Figure 1 : Illustration of MIML framework [32] . An object is represented by a bag of multiple instances, and associated with multiple class labels.
and scale well with the data size. However, they may loss important information by treating the labels or instances independently, and subsequently obtain suboptimal performance. It thus attracts many research interests to exploit the relationship among instances or labels to help the learning task.
Some methods try to exploit the label relationship, mainly by constraints on label co-occurrence [7, 23] or model reusing among labels [11] . While exploiting highorder label correlation is difficult or even impossible due to the high computational cost, second-order correlation is commonly considered between label pairs, which however, can only partially capture relationship in the output space [7, 23] . Some other methods try to exploit the instance relationship in the input space. For example, the spatial relationships in a bag are exploited under the assumption that instances are non i.i.d. [30] .
While exploiting the relationships either in input space or output space can somehow improve the performance of MIML, it is more essential to disclose the causal relation between instances and labels. Firstly, exploiting the causal relation can improve the interpretability of the learning models, which is especially important for the complicated MIML framework. For example, in medical image analysis, in addition to an accurate model that can predict the diseases based on the image, it is also crucial to let people know what causes the disease. Secondly, exploiting the causal relation may help to improve the learning performance. The causal relation describes the direct effect of an instance to a label, and may provide useful guidance to the model training in addition to the empirical loss minimization. Actually, with causal relations considered, it would be naturally disclosed that the labels with shared cause will be correlated with each other. This provides us an efficient and effective approach to multi-instance multi-label learning without the time-consuming process of utilizing the label correlations.
In this paper, we propose to identify the causal relation between instances and labels with prototype based representation as a bridge. Specifically, prototypes are collected by performing clustering the original instance space, and then each instance can be represented by the similarities between itself and the prototypes. After that, based on a DAG structure of the prototypes, we propose an efficient algorithm to identify the causal relations from prototypes to class labels by examining the conditional independence. With the identified causations, on one hand, we select the feature dimensions corresponding to the cause prototypes to train a MIML model for better performance; and on the other hand, the key instances for each label can be detected from the bag based on the cause prototypes. Experiments are performed on different tasks; and the comparison results with some state-of-the-art methods show that by exploiting the causal relation, the proposed approach can achieve significant better performance with high interpretability.
The main contributions of this study are summarized as follows:
For the first time we propose to study the causal relations between instances and labels under the MIML framework. We disclose that causal discovery is a more essential problem in MIML, and can help to improve both the prediction performance and interpretability.
We propose an effective approach by firstly transforming the instances into prototype based representations, and then efficiently identify the causations from DAG structured prototype variables.
Extensive experiments are performed to validate the superiority of the proposed method on the label prediction, the interpretability and the key instance detection.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some related studies on MIML and causality. Section 3 presents our approach in detail, followed by the experiments in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes with future work discussed.
Related Work
Multi-Instance Multi-Label learning has attracted many research interests due to its advantages on learning with complicated objects [12, 13, 15, 20, 26, 31, 32] . A lot of efforts are made on designing effective algorithms for this high-complexity framework, mainly by exploiting the relationship among instances or labels. In [31] , under the assumption of independence among the labels or the instances, authors proposed MIMLSVM by degenerating MIML to single-instance multi-label problems, and MIMLBooost by degenerating MIML to multi-instance single-label problems. After the degeneration, the correlations may be further exploited to improve the effectiveness. For example, instances are treated as non i.i.d. in [30] , and different orders of label correlations may be utilized [7, 23] . There are also some methods try to exploit the correlations without degeneration [2, 19, 32] . For example, the cluster structure inside each class is considered in [19] . These methods can somehow benefit from the correlations considered to get better performance. However, they focus on the relationship within either the instance space or label space, but fail to study the causal relations from instances to labels, which is more essential. There are a few studies try to find what instances trigger what labels under the MIML framework [13, 20] . However, these methods focus on identifying the key instances based on the prediction model, instead of exploiting the real causal relations between instances and labels.
In the literature of causality, causal discovery is one of the most important problems. There are mainly two kinds of methods. One is constraint-based approaches [10, 14, 16, 18, 22] , which discover the causal relation based on the conditional independence. The other is score-based approach [5] , in which every possible causal structure is given a score and that with the highest score will be output.
Traditional constraint-based approach [22] can not identify the causal structure in the Markov equivalence class. In order to overcome this shortcoming, the additive noise model is considered in [10] . Based on the similar idea, it is extended to a more general case with postnonlinear causal model in [27] . Then in [14] and [18] , a novel causal discovery approach named Regression with Subsequent Independence Test (RESIT) is proposed, which is also based on noise additive model and employs a regression method to minimize the statistical dependence between the regressors and residuals. Also, causal discovery between discrete variables is studied in [17] .
MIML with Causal Discovery
We denote by
} is the i-th bag consisting of n i instances, and Y i ⊂ {y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y L } is the relevant subset of all L possible labels. Let X denotes the space of instances and Y denotes the space of labels, the task of MIML is to learn the mapping function f :
In this paper, in addition to the function f , we also want to identify the causal relations between instances and labels. Formally, given a relevant label y l of the bag X i , we want to identify the instance x * i,l ∈ X i that causes the label y l .
Obviously, it is infeasible to directly apply causal discovery techniques to the instance level because they are designed to identify the causal relations between single variables. One alternative solution is to examine the causal relation between each feature dimension and a specific label. However, in many applications, one dimension of the feature space does not necessarily have a semantic meaning, which prevents us from understanding the model even causations. To overcome this challenge, we introduce prototype representations as a bridge, based on which the instances will be transformed into a new space with explicit semantic meaning in each dimension. After discovering the causal relations between prototypes and labels, the cause instances can be further identified easily with a simple classification model.
To transform instances into a new representation suitable for causal discovery, we firstly collect all the instances from the whole training set, and then perform clustering to obtain the cluster centers as prototypes. Each prototype represents some common properties shared by a group of similar instances and can be expected to has some semantic meanings [13] . Denoting by c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c K the K prototypes, then an instance x can be transformed into the new representation φ(x) with K dimensions:
where each dimension is the similarity between the instance and the corresponding prototype, measured by the function sim(x, c k ) = exp(− x − c k 2 2 /δ 2 c ). Here δ k denotes the average distance between the prototype c k and all instances within this cluster. Further, we can also have a K-dimensional feature vector to represent each bag X as follows:
where sim(X, c k ) = max x∈X {sim(x, c k )}.
We then try to discover the causal relations between feature variables and labels in the new representation space, where each feature variable corresponds to a prototype. For simplicity of presentation, we will refer to the variable corresponding to a dimension in the prototype based representation space as a prototype variable.
In traditional causal discovery studies, the task is to identify all the causal relations from a given set of variables, where all variables are treated equally. However, in our task, we have two different groups of variables: the continuous variables of prototype features and the discrete variables of class labels. Also, we have a strong prior knowledge that some features cause some labels, but not vice versa. This difference, on one hand prevents us from directly applying existing causal discovery methods to our task, but on the other hand brings a good news that we can focus on identifying causal relations only from prototype variables to label variables, instead of among all variables. Besides, we notice there are no causations between labels. Because the label we give only depends on the object, but not other labels. With these prior knowledge, we propose to efficiently discover the causal relations with two steps.
In the first step, we employ an existing approach RESIT [18] to determine the causal orders of prototype variables. RESIT tries to find a directed acyclic graph (DAG) to represent the causal relations, where each variable corresponds to each node, and the parent nodes have a direct cause effect to the children nodes. Given a candidate DAG, RESIT models a node z i as a function of its parents as follows,
where n is the number of nodes, µ i stands for the noise about the node z i . Then the algorithm tries to approximate the unknown function f i by minimizing the dependence between the residuals and the parents nodes. The dependence is measured by the empirical HSIC estimator [9] . After that, the residuals could be estimated. For every node, if its residuals are independent with its parents nodes, then we consider there is no causal relations between them.
We employ the RESIT algorithm to obtain the causal relations between the prototype variables. For clarity of presentation, we further record the causal relations in the form of a causal matrix, denoted by C. Specifically, if the variable corresponding to the i-th prototype has a direct causal effect to the j-th prototype variable, then the element C i,j at the i-th row and j-th column equals to 1; otherwise C i,j = 0.
In the second step, based on the causal relations between prototype variables obtained in the first step, we try to discover the causal relations from prototype variables to class labels. One straightforward way is to exhaustively examine all possible relations from prototype variables to labels. However, such a simple method could be time consuming, what's worse, it could suffer from serious noises due to the disturbances from other prototype variables. Instead, we propose an efficient approach to consider the variables in an effective order by utilizing the previously obtained causal matrix C.
First of all, we define the causal order for a group of variables as follows.
Definition 3.1. (Causal Order) Given a set of variables {z 1 , z 2 , · · · , z K }, and a function G(z k ) returns the rank of the variable z k among the K variables. G defines a causal order if G(z i ) > G(z j ) for any z i and z j that there is no direct causal effect from z i to z j .
Obviously, the causal order of prototype variables can be easily obtained from the causal matrix C. Then we show in Theorem 3.1 that based on the faithfulness and causal sufficiency assumptions, causal relations can be effectively discovered without considering all variables. The faithfulness assumption states that the conditional independence between two variables holds if and only if there is no direct causal relation between them. The causal sufficiency assumption excludes the latent variable that has direct causal effect to more than one target variables. Both of them are basic assumptions commonly used in causal discovery literature.
Theorem 3.1. Given a set of prototype variables {z 1 , z 2 , · · · , z K } with known DAG causal structure and causal order G. For a prototype variable z i and a label y l , let S denotes the set consisting of the parents of z i and variables ranked after z i but have direct causal effect to y l , i.e., S = pa(z i ) ∪ {z|z → y l , G(z) > G(z i )}. Under the faithfulness and causal sufficiency assumption, z i has no direct causal effect to the label y l if and only if z i is conditional independent of y l given the set S, i.e., p(z i |S) × P (y l |S) = P (z i , y l |S).
Proof. ⇐ If there is a directed edge from z i to the label y l , no matter what set S is given, the z i will be not conditionally independent of the label (this is because of the faithfulness assumption in causality literature). It contradicts the condition. So there is no causal relation from z i to the label y l . ⇒ Assume that the variables except for S, z i and y l constitute the set T , we will give a proof to p(z i |S) · P (y l |S) = P (z i , y l |S). At first, when z i has no causal effect to the label y l ,
The second line holds because there is no causal effect from y l to any others so that z i is conditional independent of y l given all other variables. We divide T into two parts {T 1 , T 2 }, T 1 represents the variables that is before z i in the causal order G, T 2 represents the others. With the Markov condition, we have
then we have
With Theorem 3.1, we can effectively detect the causal relations from prototype variables to labels as shown in Algorithm 1. For each label y l , we maintain a set Q l to collect the prototype variables that have a direct causal effect to y l . The prototype variables are iteratively examined one by one in the reverse order of G. At the k-th iteration, we first find the prototype variable ranked at the k-th position according to the causal order. Without loss of generality, we assume this prototype variable is z i . Then the parents of z i are collected as pa(z i ) according to the causal matrix C. We again define a function f to predict the value of z i with pa(z i ) and Q l as inputs:
After that, we train the function f in the rule of empirical risk minimization and get the prediction value. And with the actual value of z i , we can obtain the residual, denoted byˆ 1 . Similarly, we haveˆ 2 as the residual between label y l and the prediction value with the same input variables. At last, a statistical test is performed to examine the independence ofˆ 1 andˆ 2 . If the two groups of residuals are not dependent, then z i is conditional independent of the label y l given all the variables in Q l and pa(z i ). Then there is no causal relation between z i and y l . Otherwise, z i has a direct causal effect to y l , and will be added into Q l . Algorithm 1 Causal discovery from prototype variables to labels input: A data set of n bags with prototype based representations; the threshold value α;
The causal matrix C and causal order G of the K prototype variables. output: The set of prototype variables Q l that have cause effect to each label y l .
So far we have obtained the causal relations from the prototype variables to class labels. This naturally inspires us to train the MIML classifier by the causal relations exploited. As the bags have been transformed into vector representations based on the prototypes, the original MIML problem becomes a single-instance multi-label learning problem. As discussed before, label correlations are only derived from prototype variable's causal relations. Some prototype variables cause many labels at the same time, which take correlations to them. Hence, the label correlations could be ignored if the causal relations between the prototype variables and labels have been exploited. We thus try to train a classifier independently for each label. For each label y l , we select the set of features corresponding to the causal variables in Q l to train the classifier. Although we convert the original MIML problem into much simpler problems, it can be expected to not degenerate the performance by exploiting the causal relations. This is validated in our experiments.
At last, we discuss how to identify the key instance from a bag that causes a specific label. Assume that we already trained a classifier g l for label y l with the above method, then we can also get a prediction for any instance with the classifier, given that the instances and bags sharing the same representation space based on the prototypes. So the key instance can be easily identified by selecting the one with maximum prediction value. 
Experiment
We evaluate the effectiveness of our method from different aspects. Firstly, we test on a synthetic data to examine the causal relations identified by the proposed method. Then, 6 MIML datasets along with 20 multi-instance datasets are used to compare the proposed method with state-of-the-art methods on multiple performance measures. After that, comparison results on key instance detection and causal effect are reported.
Causal Discovery on Synthetic Data
To validate the effectiveness of causal discovery for the proposed method, we generate a synthetic dataset with 7 feature variables {z 1 , z 2 , · · · , z 7 } and 3 label variables {y 1 , y 2 , y 3 }. The causal function relationships among the variables are described as follows: Table 1 . The entry at the i-th row and j-th column is equal to 1 if the variable z j is considered the cause of the label y i , and 0 otherwise. It can be observed that the discovered causal relations are consistent with the ground-truth relations.
Performance Comparison
We then evaluate the learning performance on 6 MIML datasets, including Bird Song, MSRC v2, Letter Frost, Letter Carroll, Scene and News [8] . The News dataset is processed from the raw data 1 . Some rare labels are deleted and the dataset in our experiment has 612 documents from 10 classes: 'politics' , 'arts', 'sports', 'business', 'economy', 'terrorism', 'books', 'soccer', 'crime', 'at-war'. In a document, each sentence is represented by an instance of 50 dimensions, which is extracted with Word2Vec in the "gensim" package. The detailed characteristics about the datasets are summarized in Table 2 .
We compare our approach MIMLcaus to some stateof-the-art approaches, including MIMLKNN [28] , KiSar [13] , MLR [20] and MIMLfast [12] . Six popular measures, i.e. hamming loss(h.l.), coverage(co.), one error(o.e.), ranking loss(r.l.), average precision(a.p.), macro-F1(F1 ) are used to evaluate the performance. Detailed description can be found in [21, 25, 32] .
For each dataset, we separate it to ten groups in random. And then we train with nine groups and test with one group for ten times. For MIMLcaus, we set α = 0.05 in the RESIT step. The parameters of other approaches is chosen according to related paper. The experiment result is given in Table 3 .
We can observe that MIMLcaus outperforms other methods in most cases. It only loses to MIMLKNN on the Scene dataset, and MLR on the two letter datasets. It can be concluded that the causal relations contribute to the highly competitive performance. And exploiting the causations can help us get rid of the correlations between labels.
To validate that studying the causal relations is meaningful in further, in addition to the MIML tasks, we also test our algorithm in the multi-instance framework. The only difference is that only one label exists so that the proposed MIMLcaus approach can be directly applied. The compared approaches are MiSVM [1] , MILES [3] and MIFV [24] . The datasets are collected from "20 Newsgroups". We divide every categorization data into ten groups. And we train with nine groups and test with one group for ten times. The accuracy of the compared methods is shown in Table 4 . Again our MIMLcaus algorithm achieves the best performance on 19 of the 20 datasets. To provide a quantitive evaluation, we report the accuracy of key instance detection on Bird and MSRC-v2. These two datasets have the instance-level labels, and thus can be used to validate whether the key instance identified is associated with the class label. Given a label, we predict for each bag about which instance is most likely to cause the label. Then we examine whether the key instance has the label. Table 5 shows the comparison results between our algorithm and KISAR. It can be seen that MIMLcaus has a significant advantage on detecting the key instances. In addition, we also provide a qualitative analysis of key instance detection on the text dataset News and image dataset MSRC-v2. In Table 6 , we show some example causal pairs discovered on News dataset. For the label in the first column, we present the sentence corresponding to the key instance in the second column. Because of the limited space, we only show three examples. As we can see, it is reasonable that the detected key instance causes the corresponding label. business Uber is spending a lot of that money on an aggressive plan to expand internationally.
In Figure 2 , we show the key instances detected by our algorithm for different labels of two example images on MSRC-v2 dataset. It can be shown that the detected key instances well match the corresponding labels, which again validates that the proposed MIMLcaus approach can find the key instance that causes a specific label.
Examination on Causal Effect
In causality literature, if one variable has a causal effect to another variable, then intervention on it will usually take a direct and significant influence to the variables caused by it. Based on this, we conduct an experiment to further examine the discovered causal relations. Specifically, for a specific label y * , we first identify the key prototype variable z * with the most positive causal effect to the label. Then for all the test bags without the label y * , we modify z * to the maximum possible value. We thus generate new bags which are more likely to have label y * because it has a large value on the key prototype. Because we don't know the ground-truth of the modified sample, we use the label of its nearest neighbor in the training set to replace it. If most of generated samples are with label y * , then it implies that the discovered variable z * does have a significant causal effect to the label y * . We then show the number of test bags that will have the expected label after modification on the key prototype variable. The results are shown in Table 7 with a comparison with KISAR. It can be observed that our MIMLcaus approach can make more labels change after modifying the key prototype variable, indicating that MIMLcaus discovers reasonable causal relations.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose to study the causal relations between instances and labels for multi-instance multilabel learning. By exploiting prototypes in the instance to have a semantical representation of bags, we propose an effective algorithm with guaranteed asymptotically consistent to discover the feature variables that have direct causal effect to a specific label. These variables then are utilized to further improve the MIML classification model as well as detect the key instances. Extensive experiments validate that the proposed method can achieve superior performance and discover reasonable causal relations. In the future, more advanced MIML algorithms will be incorporated with causal discovery to further improve the interpretability of MIML models. 
